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Abstract--- A large portion of the organizations falls in the value trap as they feel it is the most effortless 

technique for the division. It is difficult to get this right. Numerous effective organizations contend on cost since that 

is the simplest alternative or if nothing else, the one that takes the least reasoning. There is an expanding pattern for 

organizations to build up the enormous box experience that is modest in value, low on administration and low on 

separation. Be that as it may, what number of items can be named where the least expensive model in the market 

head? As opposed to going down that way, the organizations have recognized that contending on cost alone is not, 

at this point feasible. This exploration paper attempts to feature the impact of low cost on the respondents, 

regardless of whether the item is being bought as a result of low cost or not. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the 21st century, the survivors will be those organizations that will contend on cost, broaden into developing 

regions and will portion and separate its offer, correspondence and conveyance. Numerous effective organizations 

contend on cost since that is the most straightforward alternative or if nothing else, the one that takes the least 

reasoning. There is an expanding pattern for organizations to build up the huge box experience that is modest in 

value, low on administration and low on separation. The greater part of the organizations falls in the value trap as 

they feel it is the most effortless strategy for the division. Be that as it may, there is no compelling reason to fall into 

the value/expansion trap on the off chance that they truly would prefer not to. Any organization, regardless of how 

little and regardless of which field it is in, can decide to centre client needs in a picked market and section it. It is 

difficult to get this right. It takes a great deal of work – and typically speculation. What's more, basically, it expects 

organizations to purchase into the better approach for getting things done. Yet, what a number of items can be 

named where the least expensive model is the market chief? As opposed to going down that way, the organizations 

have recognized that contending on cost alone is not, at this point practical. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Leo Lingham (2008) Describes a market segment is a subgroup of people or affiliations sharing in any event one 

ascribes that cause them to have near thing needs. Market division is the strategy in displaying of isolating a market 

into unquestionable subsets (areas) that continue correspondingly or have relative needs. Since each section is truly 

homogeneous in their prerequisites and points of view, they are most likely going to respond correspondingly to a 

given advancing strategy. That is, they are likely going to have relative feelings and considerations in regards to an 
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exhibiting mix incorporated a given thing or organization, sold at a given expense, passed on in view of a specific 

objective and progressed in view of a particular object 

Charlie Nelson (2002) researched that segmentation is significant in light of the fact that business sectors are 

getting progressively different and it is uncommon for mass advertising to be a productive procedure. Market 

division empowers progressively exact and successful correspondence of advantages comparable to needs. It assists 

with distinguishing development openings."  

Michael Richarme (2007) VP at Dallas-Fort Worth based Decision Analyst Inc in his article, "Business 

Segmentation: Emerging Approaches to More Meaningful Clusters cited that", Consumer assessment look into has 

an entrenched reputation, extending in the course of the last five or six decades. Directing supposition investigate 

among organizations, in any case, is considerably riskier. This is especially obvious at the least difficult degree of 

investigation, client division. Nonetheless, division methods are developing and procedures that were basic practice 

in the ongoing past are quickly being displaced by more up to date, increasingly significant division strategies. The 

basic reason for division is to separate clients into unmistakable gatherings, with the end goal that promoting 

messages can be custom fitted to their particular needs. There are some broad criteria for the foundation of these 

particular gatherings. The gatherings of clients, or fragments, should share a bigger number of shared characteristics 

inside each gathering than there are between gatherings. The sections ought to likewise be enormous enough for 

associations to mount financially savvy crusades, and ought to be reachable through most media roads. 

1. Objective of the study: The basic underlying objective was to study whether the customers are purchasing 

a particular FMCG product because it is low price. 

2. Research Methodology: Descriptive research design is used to carry out the research. 500 customers of 

soap were selected as respondents who were selected from the various parts of Punjab by using a well-

structured questionnaire. 

The following hypothesis was proposed: 

H0: There is no association between low price and purchase behaviour.  

III. DEMOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONDENTS 
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It was discovered that respondents 68% were male whereas just 32% were female. (Figure 1) 

 

Most of the respondents (58%) were in the age between 20 to 30, 27% were the respondents in the age between 

of 30 to 40, 11% respondents were more than 40 and close to 4% were underneath 20 years. 

 

35% respondents were not having any salary as the vast majority of them were the understudies and some of 

them were searching for work, whereas 13% respondent were procuring not as much as Rs 10000 every month, 19% 

were having income range from Rs 10000 to Rs 20000 and countless the respondents(33%) were acquiring more 

than Rs 20000 every month. That shows the high level of pay imbalance between respondents. (Figure 3) 

IV. ANALYSIS BASED ON PRICE 

 

Figure 4: Product is purchased because of low price (Analysis based on Gender) 
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75.2% respondents (that incorporate 71.6% males and all the females) have not bought the item since it was 

having low cost. Chi-square.000 has indicated that there was a huge connection to the information. Hence H0 is 

rejected. 

 

Figure 5: Product is purchased because of low price (Analysis based on Age) 

62.6% respondents (that incorporate all the respondents under 20 years old, 60% of the respondents between 20 

to 30 years old, 22.2% of the respondents between 30 to 40 and 15% of the respondents over 40 years old) have not 

bought the item since it was low cost. Chi-square.000 shows that the information was essentially related. Hence H0 

is rejected. 

 

Figure 6: Product is purchased because of low price (Analysis based on Income) 
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34.4% of the respondents with no pay, 14.20% of the respondents whose salary was under 10000 Rs, 14 % of the 

respondents procuring between 10000 to 20000 Rs and 37.4% of the respondents with pay more than 20000 have 

not bought the item since it was low cost. Chi-square.000 has demonstrated that the information was altogether 

related. Hence H0 is rejected 

Table 1: Summary of Hypothesis  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A large portion of the organizations falls in the value trap as they feel it is the most effortless technique for the 

division. It is difficult to get this right. Numerous effective organizations contend on cost since that is the simplest 

alternative or if nothing else, the one that takes the least reasoning. There is an expanding pattern for organizations 

to build up the enormous box experience that is modest in value, low on administration and low on separation. Be 

that as it may, what number of items can be named where the least expensive model in the market head? As opposed 

to going down that way, the organizations have recognized that contending on cost alone is not, at this point 

feasible. This exploration paper attempts to feature the impact of low cost on the respondents, regardless of whether 

the item is being bought as a result of low cost or not. On the above findings it can be concluded that respondents 

are not purchasing the product because it is low in price; there are certain other factors behind the purchase of a 

particular product. So, price of a product is not only the decisive factor while purchasing a product.  
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